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Avid MediaCentral | Cloud UX™

ReadMe Version 2023.7.7

Important Information

Avid recommends that you read all the information in this ReadMe file thoroughly before installing or
using any new software release.

For the latest information on this release, see the following page on the Avid Knowledge Base:
https://kb.avid.com/articles/en_US/readme/MediaCentral-Cloud-UX-v2023-Documentation
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Installation and Prerequisites
Avid MediaCentral Cloud UX v2023.7.7 is a cumulative patch release that includes new features or fixes
for issues found in the product following the initial software release. This feature-pack-only release
requires a prior installation of MediaCentral Cloud UX v2023.7.x.

For details on the specific issues fixed in this release, see "Fixed in Version 2023.7.7" on page 8.

New Features in MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.5
Entitlement for Send to Playback

The availability of the Send to Playback option in the Quick Send menu is now controlled by an
entitlement in the User Management app. Administrators can toggle this entitlement on individual user
groups to enable or disable the Send to Playback option.

If disabled, the menu displays a "No Items" message instead of the standard Send to Playback option.

Process Creation: Hidden Properties

Normally, only attributes which are part of the data model template are provided on the process creation
form. There is a special case where attributes are provided which are not part of the template but are
mapped to the process in the “initial behavior” step (pre-execution of a script to provide values for the
process creation form). Now, these attributes are no longer displayed in the process creation form, but
their values are still passed when the process is created.

Dependency Note: MediaCentral Sync

If you are licensed for MediaCentral Sync, you must upgrade your local Production Management Engine
(s) to v2023.7.3 or later to maintain compatibility with this release.

Consult the MediaCentral Cloud UX Compatibility Matrix on the Avid Knowledge Base for complete
version details.

Installation and Prerequisites
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New Features in MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.4
Search App: Sort By Duration

You can now sort the Search app's results area by asset Duration. While you could display this data in
prior releases, you could not sort the results by this column.

This feature applies to assets from Production Management, Asset Management, and others. However, the
Duration sort is not supported for Newsroom Management assets at this time.

Organizations that want to enable this feature must complete a Mapping rebuild of the Search Index. For
more information and links to resources about rebuilding the search index, see "Updating MediaCentral
Search" in the Avid MediaCentral | Cloud UX ReadMe v2023.7.0.

New Features in MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.3
Asset Editor: Graphics Tab

When you deselect the “Enable TC Data” option in the Configuration Settings app > Integrations >
Graphics Management, you are instructing the system to create untimed graphics by default.

This release introduces a change to the user interface. When you deselect the “Enable TC Data” option,
the Timecode panel (as illustrated below) is removed from the Asset Editor’s Graphics tab as that feature
does not apply to untimed graphics.

Rundown App: Timing Status Bar

During show preparation, producers may need to determine whether a show will end on time with its
current rundown of stories. For this reason, in the Rundown App, a new Timing status bar may be
displayed at the bottom of the application window. It combines, into a single status bar, both show and
segment information along with information for timing a story's text.

New Features in MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.4
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The fields on the Timing status bar are:

Field Description

Show This field displays whether the show's duration is over or under the planned time allotted. If
the duration of the show's stories match the show's planned duration, then the word "exact"
appears in the field.

Segment This field displays whether the duration of the selected story's segment is over or under. If the
duration of the stories in the segment match the planned segment duration—as defined by
the hard start time and hard end time—then the word "exact" appears in the field.

TTC Time to cursor: This field displays the estimated "text time" from the story's beginning to the
current cursor position in the story body.

Text times include the runs time for production cues and audio time, also known as the read-
time, based on the presenter's read rate if defined; otherwise, the system default read-rate is
used.

Presenter instructions and closed caption cues do not contribute to text time calculations.

n For the Timing Bar to take into account any changes to the read rate based on the

presenter without saving the story, installation of Newsroom Management 2023.7.1 is
required.

BLK Time of blocked (selected) text: This field displays the estimated "text time" of the selected
portion of the story body.

EST This field displays the total estimated "text time" of the story.

n The Timing status bar will show timing in either the TTC field or BLK field, but not both
simultaneously.

To show or hide the Timing status bar:

t Click the App Menu button located at the top right corner of the Rundown app and select Show
Timing Bar.

t Click the App Menu button located at the top right corner of the Rundown app and select Hide
Timing Bar.

n The availability of the Timing status bar does not depend on the Text Timing Clocks queue trait.

New Features in MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.3
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New Features in MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.2
Job Monitor Blacklist for Bus Channel Notifications

Since the Process app does no longer use bus channel notifications, the Job Monitor now uses the system
type in an internal blacklist to filter all jobs for which no bus channel notifications are to be sent. By
default, for all jobs related to the system type “interplay-mam” bus channel notifications are no longer
sent. Filtering out unnecessary bus channel notifications significantly improves the system performance.

Currently, only Asset Management sends its system type “interplay-mam” for bus channel notifications
and thus can be excluded. Once other modules send their system types, they can be used in the blacklist
by providing the system type (example: "interplay-pam") in the below mention new config setting.

If you plan to enable bus channel notifications for Asset Management again – for example, because in an
customized installation bus channel notifications are still used –, you must edit a configuration file to
include a new config setting AVID_JOB_MONITOR_NOTIFICATION_SYSTEM_TYPE_BLACKLIST. This setting
has to contain an empty string, as described in the following procedure.

n Enabling bus channel notifications for Asset Management can cause a severe performance
degradation.

Each time the Job Monitor is started it will read and parse the provided AVID_JOB_MONITOR_
NOTIFICATION_SYSTEM_TYPE_BLACKLIST string.

To configure the bus channel notifications blacklist:

1. Sign into your single server or primary node with your Ubuntu user account.

2. Copy the example configuration file to its active location (/etc/avid/config/):

sudo cp /opt/avid/examples/config/job-monitor.yaml /etc/avid/config/job-
monitor.yaml

3. Use the Linux vi editor to open the configuration file for editing:

sudo vi /etc/avid/config/job-monitor.yaml

4. Add the following line:

"AVID_JOB_MONITOR_NOTIFICATION_SYSTEM_TYPE_BLACKLIST": "<blank space>"

Example:

"AVID_JOB_MONITOR_NOTIFICATION_SYSTEM_TYPE_BLACKLIST": " "

5. Save and exit the vi session. Press <ESC> and type: :wq

6. Connect and sign in to the Kubernetes Dashboard.

See "Accessing the Kubernetes Dashboard" in the Avid MediaCentral | Cloud UX Installation Guide.

7. Delete the pod avid-job-monitor-core.

See "Deleting a Pod" in the Avid MediaCentral | Cloud UX Installation Guide.

New Features in MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.2
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Optimized Time-Based Metadata Segmentation for AWS Media Analytics

To improve performance, the handling of time-based metadata segmentation has been optimized for AWS
Media Analytics. In order to handle the increased size of data in single segments, the data types of the
underlying segment content class attributes had to be changed in the data model.

n These data model changes require a data migration for installations where MediaCentral Analytics
v2023.7 has already been installed. A migration script is provided with the Asset Management Hotfix
v2023.7.0.1.

For more information, see the topic "Migration of Changed Segment Content Class Attributes" in the Avid
MediaCentral | Analytics Read Me v2023.7.

New Features in MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.1
This release restores the workflow that applies to altering sequences that are associated with locked
Newsroom Management stories. When a user who is not the owner of the lock loads and makes a change
to a Newsroom-locked sequence, the system displays the following dialog box.

At this point, you can take one of two actions:

t Click the Cancel Sequence Edit button.

The edit is reverted and no changes are saved. The link between the sequence and the story are
maintained.

t Click the Keep Sequence Edit button.

The edit is applied and the sequence is unlinked from the associated story automatically. In this
case a “Sequence and story no longer synchronized” message appears in the upper-right corner of
the Sequence Timeline.

This action also resets the Undo / Redo history which prevents you from undoing the previous edit.

If the choice to Keep Sequence Edit was in error, you can reload the sequence and choose “Don’t
Save” when prompted to revert the previous edit. In this case the original version of the sequence
remains synchronized with the Newsroom Management story.

New Features in MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.1
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Updating the MediaCentral Cloud UX System
The steps required to install this patch on single-server configurations or clustered configurations are
similar. Any variations for clustered systems are noted in the following process by a “cluster-only”
identifier. If you are familiar with the process to install a new MediaCentral Cloud UX server, the following
steps should look very familiar to you. As such, you can reference the Avid MediaCentral | Cloud UX
Installation Guide for additional information on many of the topics referenced below.

The first three nodes in a MediaCentral Cloud UX cluster are known as control plane nodes. When you
initially installed and configured the cluster, you were asked to define a “primary” control plane node.
When installing the patch on a cluster, you must execute all commands from this primary node.

The following upgrade process applies to both single and multi-site environments. There are no specific or
custom steps required for a multi-zone configuration.

To install the MediaCentral Cloud UX patch:

1. Use a terminal application to log in to your single-server or primary node.

2. (cluster only) Identify your “primary” node.

The primary node is the only node in the cluster that includes the system configuration files at:
/etc/avid/config/. Select a node in your cluster and enter the following command to determine
if the system configuration files are present on this node:

sudo ls /etc/avid/config

If you are accessing your primary node, the command should list the configuration files that were
used to deploy your original installation. For example, you might see:

auth.yaml cert.yaml site-key.yaml

If the system reports that none of these files exist on your current server, repeat the above
command on each cluster node until you identify the primary node.

3. Enter the following command to unmount anything from the /features directory:

sudo umount /features

4. Mount the Feature Packs ISO (mediacentral_feature_packs_<version>.iso) to the /features
directory on your single server or primary node.

The command to complete this task varies based on how you connected the ISO to your server. If,
for example, you copied the ISO file directly to the server, you would use the following command to
mount the ISO on the system:

sudo mount -o ro /<path>/mediacentral_feature_packs_<version>.iso /features

For information on alternative methods to mount an ISO to a Linux directory, see “Mounting an ISO
Image” in the Avid MediaCentral | Cloud UX Installation Guide.

5. Use the following command to deploy the updated features included in this release:

sudo avidctl platform deploy -i

The script checks the /etc/avid/config/ directory on the local node to verify the existence of
the system configuration files. If the script finds the configuration files, it reports the status of each
file [OK]. If the script cannot find the files, it alerts you to the situation and provides you with an
opportunity to abort the installation and resolve the issue.

n If you are missing the configuration files, you are most likely installing a cluster and you are
attempting to complete the feature pack installation on the wrong node.

Updating the MediaCentral Cloud UX System
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6. The script asks if you want to import features from the Feature Pack ISO.

a. Enter Y (or y) to import the updated feature packs from the ISO.

b. At the Path to Feature Packs prompt, press Enter to accept the default path of
/features/feature-packs/.

n You would only enter N (no) at this prompt if you wanted to use this script to redeploy the
feature packs for the same version of software that you are already running. You must answer
yes when performing a software upgrade.

7. Next, you must determine which feature packs should be upgraded, installed, or removed.

The script prompts you with a series of yes or no questions. Each prompt is associated with a
default value which is identified as a capital Y for yes or N for no. If the script determines that the
feature pack is already installed, the default value is Y. If the feature pack is not installed, the
default value is N. Do one of the following:

t Press the Enter key to accept the default value.

t Press Y (or y) to install the feature pack.

t Press N (or n) to skip or uninstall this feature pack.

If your existing installation includes a feature pack that you no longer want to use, you can
enter N at the prompt to remove the feature pack from your existing installation.

The feature pack installation process begins. Be patient as this process can take some time.

8. After the installation is complete, you can use the following command to verify that the required
feature packs have been installed:

sudo helm ls

The command should report 2023.7.7-v0008-Gb6943ad as App Version for all upgraded
components.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.7

Bug Number: JP-9033. (Multi-Site only) If a user creates a Browse favorite for a Remote site through a
web browser (Chrome), the remote site is incorrectly visible to a user that accesses MediaCentral Cloud
UX through a panel — such as the MediaCentral | Panel for Media Composer, or the MediaCentral | Panel
for 3rd Party Creative Tools.

Bug Number: MA-6833, MA-6851, MA-6853, MA-6902. If you use Ctrl + drag and drop to create a copy of
a story text in the Rundown app that includes production cues, the duplicate might be created with cues
that have identical anchors IDs instead of unique IDs.

Bug Number: MA-6850. Reloading a queue with stories after entering an invalid value in a RUNS
production cue will no longer prevent stories from loading.

Bug Number: MA-6894. Previously, users would sometimes experience a noticeable lag when moving or
removing a bulk of stories, with sequences attached, from a queue with more than 200 stories in it.

Bug Number: MAM-19869. The Location Service returns wrong endpoint types for "Local" types.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.7
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Bug Number: MTTO-4251. The Collaborate app fails to send summary emails, even if the Email Settings
are correctly configured in the Configuration Settings app.

Bug Number: MX-9680. In the Storyboard tab, when you click in a marker comment and start typing or
removing characters, the current cursor position is ignored and the edits are applied to the end of the
comment.

Bug Number: SAK-3109. Continuous MediaCentral Sync jobs might get stuck in a Running state if the
remote import metadata step fails.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.6

Bug Number: JP-8948. The Search app's Dates search type might not display certain relative date
options, such as Last <value> Days, or Weeks when conducting a search against any Asset Management
that originated from an original installation of v2020.9 or later.

Bug Number: JP-9015. When accessing MediaCentral Cloud UX through panels, such as the
MediaCentral | Panel for Media Composer, or the MediaCentral | Panel for 3rd Party Creative Tools, the
Browse app inappropriately displays remote modules for sites connected through a Multi-Site
environment.

Bug Number: MA-6858. Newsroom Management queues that include a large number of stories might take
longer than expected to load into the Rundown app if those stories reference a large number of offline or
unavailable sequences.

Bug Number: PRS-2667. The platform-locations feature pack is only installed when the AWS Elemental
(aws-elemental) feature pack is installed.

Now, the platform-locations feature pack is also installed when the AWS S3 Storage Connector (aws-
storage), Azure Storage Connector (azure-storage) or GCP Storage Connector (gcp-storage) feature
packs are installed.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.5

Bug Number: JP-8986. Google Chrome v120 and later alters some of the button iconography in
MediaCentral Cloud UX. This issue is most obvious when looking at the Fast Bar.

Bug Number: PLAD-874. If a custom panning is applied, then during playback the audio panning shifts
into wrong directions and is completely off after the audio dissolve.

Bug Number: PLAD-865. Hoverscrub incorrectly creates cache files on the OS volume instead of the Data
volume.

Bug Number: PLAD-870. The Publisher app might create content with the wrong aspect ratio (4:3 instead
of 16:9) for media created by some systems, such as Glookast.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.6
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Bug Number: RCTR-2593. Adding a forward slash character ( / ) to a pill in the Search app results in an
invalid search.

Bug Number: RCTR-2594. Including a forward slash character ( / ) in a taxonomy ID can result in an error
when used in the Search app.

Bug Number: RCTR-2600. Under certain circumstances, the Search Indexer might have difficulty indexing
assets from a connected MediaCentral module in a timely fashion.

Bug Number: RCTR-2603. Attempting to sort the Search app results by any non-text module-specific field
might result in an error that locks-up the MediaCentral Cloud UX user interface. For this to occur, your site
must be included in a Multi-Site configuration.

Bug Number: RCTR-2615. If you unlink a module from the Multi-Site Settings app and that module
included a search index of both phonetic and non-phonetic assets , the search index is not deleted from
the local site.

Bug Number: RCTR-2618. The Job Monitor log level is fixed at "Trace" and cannot be configured.

Bug Number: SAK-2632, SAK-2722: MediaCentral Sync jobs might fail with a “Different server found for
same hostname” error during the download metadata phase if your Production Management system is
configured in a cluster configuration.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.4

Bug Number: JP-8906. It is possible to configure a public favorite search in such a way that it causes the
Locations pill to search for Production Management modules in an endless loop.

Bug Number: MA-6781. In the Rundown App, if a user double-clicked on the Open Sequence icon for a
story associated sequence, the UI could hang with Open Sequence running endlessly and forcing the user
to refresh the browser.

Bug Number: MAM-19660. In some rare cases, the User Management app might not display a Group
Name for a user group. If an administrator selects this group, the app displays an empty screen instead of
the standard user interface.

Bug Number: MX-9508. If you paste text including the "less than"("<") character into a metadata field, the
text might be truncated and displayed in different ways depending on the context of the "<" character.

Bug Number: PRS-2443. If the keepalived service is moved to a different node in a clustered configuration,
the Production Management search connector will fail to send updates. This prevents the Search app from
displaying new Production Management assets.

This release updates Zookeeper to 3.5.9 to address a cluster/race condition which can lead to a non-
functional Kafka cluster.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.4
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Bug Number: RCTR-2578, RCTR-2553, JP-8775. The Search app does not properly interpret the system's
timezone setting which can cause some searches or filters (like the Today filter) to return assets that
should not be included in the results.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.3

Bug Number: FF-3521. AWS S3 Platform Connector: After job cancellation, the job might have an incorrect
state (Error instead of Cancelled).

Bug Number: FF-3501. AWS S3 Platform Connector: The UpdateObject operation does not overwrite
object metadata.

Bug Number: FF-3486. AWS S3 Platform Connector: In some cases , error messages contain the stack
trace.

Bug Number: FF-3474. AWS S3 Platform Connector: The PatchObject operation overwrites existing object
metadata.

Bug Number: FF-3460. AWS S3 Platform Connector: The NativeURI and PublicURI properties in the
GetObject response have incorrect values.

Bug Number: FF-3444. AWS S3 Platform Connector: Transfer operations fail when the checksum
validation for CRC-32/C algorithms is enabled.

Bug Number: MA-6687. Previously, in the Rundown App, it was not possible to edit the auto-calculated
value of a field, such as back-time, to set it as edited (with UEC flag).

Bug Number: MA-6679. Previously, in the Rundown App, the Queue grid would not retain focus if the user
clicked a context menu option or toolbar button, such as Float to float a selected group of stories in the
queue.

Bug Number: MA-6671. Previously, in the Rundown App, stories without a timing field in the story form
were not ignored in the show's timing calculations and would not correctly display a default timing value
of 00:00:00.

Bug Number: MAESTRO-7154. MediaCentral Cloud UX ignores the “Enable TC Data” option in the
Configuration Settings app > Integrations > Graphics Management. This results in the inability to create an
untimed graphic.

Prior to this fix, users could open and re-save the graphic to convert it to be untimed.

This fix also enables an optimization to the user interface. For more information, see "New Features in
MediaCentral Cloud UX 2023.7.3" on page 3.

Bug Number: MAM-19619. You cannot create an asset if the value of an unlimited text attribute exceeds
256 characters. However, it is possible to add more than 256 characters to this attribute if the asset
already exists.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.3
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Bug Number: RCTR-2565. When accessing the Search app through the Avid MediaCentral Panel for 3rd
Party Creative Tools, the following occurs:

l Image thumbnails for results beyond the first page of hits are not displayed in the Search Results
panel.

l Hits are not highlighted in the Inline Hits window.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.2

Bug Number: FF-3499. AWS Media Analytics: Optimize the time-based metadata segmentation.

Bug Number: PLAD-858. If you edit an asset with a Data track into a MediaCentral Cloud UX Sequence
that includes two or more video tracks, the resulting edit might not cut the Data track correctly. This
results in a hidden Data track that is longer than the audio or video tracks. Sending a Sequence affected
by this issue to a playback device results in an asset with black video at the tail of the sequence.

This release changes the way that MediaCentral Cloud UX deals with data tracks. Although never exposed
to the editor, prior releases of MediaCentral Cloud UX allowed the user to cut assets that included a data
track into the sequence, and that track information was retained as part of the sequence. As of v2023.7.2,
the data track is not included into the edit. If you open the sequence in Media Composer, you will notice
that the sequence does not include a data track.

Bug Number: RCTR-2527. The Inline Hits window is unavailable in the Avid MediaCentral | Panel for 3rd
Party Creative Tools.

Bug Number: RCTR-2530. After enabling Production Management's Asset Visibility feature, the Search
app does not display certain metadata fields as the feature is incorrectly hiding them from all users.

Bug Number: RCTR-2540. Job Monitor: Introduce a system type blacklist for bus channel notifications. By
default, disable bus channel notification for system type "interplay-mam".

Bug Number: RCTR-2546. The Search app does not recognize the NOT operator when used in a
Compound Pill if it is the only operator.

Bug Number: RCTR-2555. The Search app might ignore user rights assignments when viewing assets in
the Timeline area of the Inline-Hits panel.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.1

Bug Number: ICS-10279. If you have already signed into MediaCentral Cloud UX as a standard user and
then an administrator adds you to the SuperAdmins group in Okta, you are prevented from signing into
MediaCentral Cloud UX.

Bug Number: JP-8831. When using Okta as an authentication provider, the Okta sign-in option is not
displayed when attempting to connect to MediaCentral Cloud UX through the Avid MediaCentral | Panel
for 3rd Party Creative Tools.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.2
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Bug Number: NEO-2585. Users are allowed to insert a graphic item into the timeline for a Newsroom story
sequence, even if the story body is locked by another user. This results in the inability to save the
sequence.

Bug Number: NEO-2678. If you move a segment on the timeline of a story sequence (a sequence
connected to a Rundown app story), the player does not update properly. This results in the Media Viewer
displaying the media from the original segment when you are parked on the new segment.

Bug Number: NEO-2680. You might not be able to play portions of a story sequence after creating new
timing blocks and moving assets to those blocks.

Bug Number: NEO-2681. After swapping the position of a video segment on the timeline with another, you
the Trim Top function trims the original clip and not the new clip.

Bug Number: NEO-2685. Users who are not the “owner” of the Edit Lock are allowed to perform certain
actions on story-linked sequences such as trimming, split edits, adding dissolves, or other.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.1
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Legal Notices

Product specifications are subject to change without notice and do not represent a commitment on the part of Avid Technology, Inc.

This product is subject to the terms and conditions of a software license agreement provided with the software. The product may only be used in accordance
with the license agreement.

This product may be protected by one or more U.S. and non-U.S patents. Details are available at https://www.avid.com/legal/patent-marking.

No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, for
any purpose without the express written permission of Avid Technology, Inc.

Copyright © 2024 Avid Technology, Inc. and its licensors. All rights reserved.

Portions © Copyright 2003-2007 of MOG Solutions.

Attn. Government User(s). Restricted Rights Legend

U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. This Software and its documentation are “commercial computer software” or “commercial computer software
documentation.” In the event that such Software or documentation is acquired by or on behalf of a unit or agency of the U.S. Government, all rights with
respect to this Software and documentation are subject to the terms of the License Agreement, pursuant to FAR §12.212(a) and/or DFARS §227.7202-1(a), as
applicable.

Trademarks

Avid, the Avid Logo, Avid Everywhere, Avid DNXHD, Avid DNXHR, Avid NEXIS, Avid NEXIS | Cloudspaces, AirSpeed, Eleven, EUCON, Interplay, iNEWS, ISIS, Mbox,
MediaCentral, Media Composer, NewsCutter, Pro Tools, ProSet and RealSet, Maestro, PlayMaker, Sibelius, Symphony, and all related product names and
logos, are registered or unregistered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. The Interplay name is used with the
permission of the Interplay Entertainment Corp. which bears no responsibility for Avid products. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. For a full list of Avid trademarks, see: https://www.avid.com/legal/trademarks-and-other-notices.

Adobe and Photoshop are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries. Apple and
Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Windows is either a registered trademark or trademark of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.
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only, and is not available for purchase in printed form.

Fixed in Version 2023.7.1
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